NAM CYBER COVER
Cyber insurance and risk mitigation for manufacturers

PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS
NAM Cyber Cover proactively helps you avoid large losses due to a cyber incident and reassure
industry partners that your company is protected. This new program from the National Association of
Manufacturers, combines cyber insurance with proactive monitoring to help you minimize risk and
respond swiftly to any incidents.
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IMMEDIATE RESPONSE

Incident Response
Coalition's in-house staff of incident
responders, forensic specialists, and
security engineers respond in minutes,

•

COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE

Protect the Value of Your Entire Business
NAM Cyber Cover protects your data and assets we cover the expenses to defend you, as well as
damages resulting from a liability to a 3rd party or

not days, to help you recover from

for regulatory fines and penalties. Additionally, we

network intrusions, ransomware, and

pay for the costs to respond to a breach, such as

business interruptions.

legal fees, public relations experts, and customer

In-House Claims Team
Our experts include privacy & data
breach attorneys who help you navigate
the recovery process, including acquiring
lost funds, managing vendors and law
enforcement, and ensuring you receive
funds quickly.

notification costs, among others.

Coverage Tailored to Manufacturers' Needs
NAM Cyber Cover includes pollution, bodily injury,
and property damage coverage. Business
interruption and contingent business interruption
reimburses lost revenue while your company
recovers from a cyber event.

Complimentary Security Tools &
Discounted Services

Zero Dollar SIR for Incident Response

Access Coalition's partner ecosystem for

endorsement amends coverage to eliminate your

discounted security solutions and

Self Insured Retention (SIR) for the costs of

services, including security awareness

services provided by our in-house incident

training, malware prevention, and more.

response team.

The $0 SIR for Coalition Incident Response

Pay on Your Behalf
In the event of a cyber incident, NAM Cyber Cover
pays upfront costs instead of you paying out of
pocket.

{ { NAM Cyber Cover was cost competitive with other options out there," explained Erik
Hash, General counsel, Behlen Mfg. Co. "The other part that really intrigued us was
that it wasn't just an insurance policy. You don't just put it in place and wait for
something bad to happen. They have tools that provide us the ability to do scans and
check our systems. They're proactive in helping put things in place to keep us secure. } }

How Much Could a Cyber Incident Cost You? A LOT.
A $1 Million manufacturing business could pay $253,000
that's

in ransomware attacks

over 25% of annual revenue
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MANUFACTURING COMPANIES BY REVENUE
• Some numbers are ro nded and several assumptions vere made about the orgar tzations for the modeling. Data is
from multiple sources. 1nclud ng Coalition's own data. Actual numbers may vary s1gmf1canUy from calculator est mates
based on additional factors for a given business. The data provided 1s for nformatJonal and educational purposes only.

Learn More & Get Your Complimentary Cyber Risk
Assessment ahtins.com/nam-cyber-cover-discus/
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